SCIENCE AND POETRY IN 1790S SOMERSET: THE SELF-EXPERIMENT NARRATIVE, THE AERIFORM EFFUSION, AND THE GREATER ROMANTIC LYRIC BY TIM FULFORD
The first volume of these Poems . . . was published, as an experiment, which, I hoped, might be of some use to ascertain, how far, by fitting to metrical arrangement a selection of the real language of men in a state of vivid sensation, that sort of pleasure and that quantity of pleasure may be imparted, which a Poet may rationally endeavour to impart.
The remotest discoveries of the Chemist, the Botanist, or Mineralogist, will be as proper objects of the Poet's art as any upon which it can be employed, if the time should ever come when these things shall be familiar to us, and the relations under which they are contemplated by the followers of these respective sciences shall be manifestly and palpably material to us as enjoying and suffering beings.
-William Wordsworth 1
Since the 1960s it has been a critical orthodoxy that the 1797-98 poems of Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge-the poems that M. H. Abrams termed "Greater Romantic Lyric[s]" and others called conversation poems-pioneered, in form and voice as well as subjectmatter, ways of presenting written verse as overheard oral communication-both the silent speech of inward meditation and the intimate voice of conversation. 2 Formally, it was agreed, they were apparently spontaneous overflows of powerful feeling making its way into speech; their voice was seen as one of intimate musing. 3 According to Abrams, the speaker begins with a description of the landscape; an aspect or change of aspect in the landscape evokes a varied but integral process of memory, thought, anticipation, and feeling which remains closely intervolved with the outer scene. In the course of this meditation the lyric speaker achieves an insight, faces up to a tragic loss, comes to a moral decision, or resolves an emotional problem. Often the poem rounds upon itself to end where it began, at the outer scene, but with an altered mood and deepened understanding which is the result of the intervening meditation.
It was this combination of apparent orality with organic form-the form of spontaneous thought or unplanned speech-that critics accepted as the conversation poem's-and Romanticism's-defining innovation. 5 Writing after Abrams, generations of critics emphasized transcendence of materiality as the achievement of the conversation poem. Its rondo form and approximation of a disembodied speaking/thinking voice were taken to be efforts to intimate an ideal, spiritual union between mind and nature and poet and reader. On this account, not only were the narrator's body and spatiotemporal situation effaced, but so were the poem's textuality and bookishness. 6 In the 1980s, critical approval of this effacement was challenged: Jerome J. McGann, for example, viewed praise of Wordsworth's efforts to transcend historical situatedness as evidence of critics' ideological complicity with a poetic evasion of the material world and the social and political issues therein. 7 Meanwhile in the work of Anthony Easthope, the meditative voice of Wordsworth's "Tintern Abbey" was said to have initiated a nineteenthcentury poetic in which poet and reader are divorced from historical contingency: it was an all-too successful bid to make the bourgeois author seem normative and to mystify the act of reading as timeless telepathy. 8 More recently, the New Lyric Theorists have viewed the idea that lyric is a form of interior musing as a matter of training: in the wake of Wordsworthian critic John Stuart Mill's declaration that true poetry is "feeling confessing itself to itself in moments of solitude," writers and readers were taught to produce and consume lyric as meditation which they overheard as if speech: they were positioned as privileged listeners to the narrator's mind, as if transcending the materiality of the print medium in which they encountered the poem. 9 Whether they praised or blamed the conversation poems, critics largely agreed that the collective work their generic characteristics perform is to attempt to transcend materiality. Here, I question that consensus, developing the work of a few dissenting scholars who challenged critical orthodoxy by suggesting that a materialist epistemology is at work in conversation poetry-that the Wordsworthian "real language," or sociolect, that it imitates, is shown to derive from "vivid sensation." 10 To their intervention concerning depictions of the human/world relationship in that poetry, I add an exploration of the way in which it was shaped, in its very form and voice, by the culture of enquiry in which it originated. This culture, I show, was an intellectual microclimate in which poetry and science were not, as they are now, professionalized disciplines but related modes of investigating thought and speech as aspects of a materialist and physiological relationship between humans and their world. The conversation poems-or, as Coleridge termed them, effusions-were formed within this microclimate, and were marked, some more and some less strongly, by scientific narratives of self-experiment and medical case histories. In this context, they were interventions in contemporary social and political debate rather than idealizing and transcendent escapes from it. Vital to their interventions, I argue, was their wandering form and their textualization of speech (both inward and conversational)-means of registering the restoration of the social self to a healthy state of being.
I: THOMAS BEDDOES AND NARRATIVES OF PNEUMATIC EXPERIMENTS
In Bristol, Somerset, on 20 November 1795, two radical intellectuals spoke at a public meeting protesting the anti-revolutionary policies of William Pitt. Coleridge was one; the other was Thomas Beddoes, disciple of Erasmus Darwin and admirer of Joseph Priestley, scientific enquirers whose experiments, notoriously, were allied to revolutionary politics. 11 These experiments centered on gases and, in particular, on an elastic fluid or vital air first isolated from the atmosphere by Priestley in 1774. Not only did breathing it in restore animals to life, but it was also breathed out by plants-revealing the world as a single dynamic "economy of vegetation," as Darwin put it in the title of his 1791 poem. 12 In France, Antoine Lavoisier named it oxygen and made it the foundation of a new chemical system, as the acidifying principle that supported combustion and allowed chemical reactions to occur. By 1794, vital air, revealed by Priestley's clearly narrated experiments, and idealized by Darwin's popular poems, had brought about a revolution in chemistry and, in the process, had become associated with the revolutionary spirit of French politics. Priestley had declared that "the English hierarchy . . . has equal reason to tremble even at an air-pump or an electrical machine." 13 That it had reason, however, stemmed not from the instruments and experiments themselves, but from the technologies of writing and print that enabled people to learn of them and thus to themselves become enquirers into the nature of things. It was for this reason that Priestley published not only his experiments but also religious and political polemics. Darwin propounded radical ideas and scientific experiments in the popular form of printed poetry.
In Bristol, Beddoes was raising funds to build a Pneumatic Institution where he could experiment with using oxygen to cure asthma and consumption-and maybe even cancer. 14 The aim was not just to treat patients, but to effect radical reform of the hierarchy-bound medical profession: "[T]o rescue the art of medicine from its present helpless condition." 15 Some of Beddoes's backers were both patients and men of science: Coleridge was inducted into a circle of enquirers that included Thomas Wedgwood and James Watt, Jr. 16 Sons of Priestley's Lunar Society friends, these men had lived together in revolutionary Paris; Watt was then described as a "furious democrat." 17 Wedgwood was a consumptive eager to try the new aerial medicine; he was also a practiced experimentalist and self-experimentalist, writing up his enquiries in papers for the Royal Society (in Wedgwood's wake Coleridge carried out "a multitude of little experiments on my own sensations and on my senses"). 18 Receiving an education in the narration of self-experimental enquiry from this Bristol circle, Coleridge became an advocate of Beddoes's medicine, trusting him with his own nervous conditions and advising acquaintances to consult him. His admiration of Priestley, so formative in the poetry Coleridge wrote in Bristol, came via Beddoes, and via the medical use Beddoes made of Priestley's pneumatic science-a fact often ignored by critics because they divorce their study of the Hartleian epistemology that Coleridge found in Priestley from the context in which the mind/ body/world relationship was under experimental investigation in the hope of a cure. 19 That cure was to be available, free, to the poor at the Pneumatic Institution: aerial medicine and the materialist epistemology that underlaid it were parts of a politically radical program of social as well as medical reform. 20 Like his mentors, Beddoes used writing and print to popularize experimental enquiry as a means to liberty of thought. His chemical and medical publications were part of the same program of promotion of radical independence as his political pamphlets and historical poems. But the context in which he wrote was very different from the optimistic 1780s, when Priestley and Darwin had greeted the French Revolution as a sign of liberty. By 1793 radicals were under intense social and political pressure. Augustin Barruel in France and John Robison in Britain traced the spread of revolutionary danger to groups of savants who were prepared to credit, and thereby give authority to, various new forms of knowledge. Edmund Burke identified the experimental science of chemists and electricians as one of these forms: he scorned its claim to validity, depicting it instead as unlicensed speculation. The "spirit of liberty" firing the revolution was like the "wild gas" liberated by chemists-a dangerously infectious enthusiasm that, posing as rationality, undermined social and moral order. 21 In the wake of Burke's attacks, Priestley's house and laboratory were destroyed by a loyalist mob. Darwin found his work ignored by the Royal Society, its President distancing it from work associated with revolutionary enthusiasm.
According to Simon Schaffer, most men of science responded to the pressure by seeking to enforce tightened codes through which credibility could be established. 22 While earlier in the eighteenth century an account of an experiment might be believed because the experimentalist was, within the small circles of savants in which reputation was established, accepted as a disinterested man of honor who conformed to the approved codes of inductive method and rational detachment, by the early 1790s experiment narratives increasingly stressed automatic registration-the ability of instruments to register the world independently of the skill, or the subjective interpretation, of the person using them. By this means the credibility of science no longer visibly depended on the body and mind of the experimentalist: his disinterest and rationality, once crucial, were less significant. This shift to emphasis on automatic registration was evident even, Schaffer suggests, when the instrument being used to register nature was the experimentalist's own body: this was treated as a machine, independent of the mind and will of its owner; it did not err, even if the experimentalist's views were not trustworthy. 23 The narratives of Bristol experiment were not of this kind, although the primary instrument for testing nature that they featured was the experimentalist himself-body and mind together. They differed because the Bristol enquirers accepted their marginality to establishment science and its codes as set out by the aristocratic Royal Society. Avowedly radical, they foregrounded, in their narrative voice and form as well as their content, the effects of individual subjectivity on experimental results: subjectivity both as affected by the tested nature and also as affecting that nature. 24 For this reason, their narratives were constructs with much in common with poems. Both genres textualized a personal, structured action: for instance, a walk across a breezy hill described by Beddoes resembled the restorative ramble related by William Cowper in The Task more closely than it did the detached reports in the Philosophical Transactions on laboratory instruments' automatic registration of phenomena. Whereas the reports ignored their own rhetoricity, in Beddoes's narrative the subjective agency of the enquirer as experimentalist author and speaker was foregrounded-just as in Cowper's poem. 25 Beddoes's foregrounding of the subjective is nowhere more evident than in the publications in which he advocated his pneumatic treatments. 26 These featured narratives of experiments performed on others-Wedgwood among them-and on himself, as in his 1793
Letter to Erasmus Darwin on a New Method of Treating Pulmonary Consumption:
After securing a full supply of oxygene air, the first thing I undertook, was to attempt to throw some light upon the nature of Consumption by an experiment upon myself. Not having any thing of the phthisical conformation or the slightest hereditary claim to the disease, I thought I might venture very far in oxygenating myself without any great risque; and it was impossible for me to observe the effects so minutely in another person. I accordingly respired air of a much higher than the ordinary standard, and commonly such as contained almost equal parts of oxygene and azotic air for near seven weeks with little interruption. I breathed it upon the whole sometimes for twenty minutes, sometimes for half an hour, and sometimes for an hour in the day, but I never continued breathing for above four or five minutes at any one time. I felt, at the time of inspiration, that agreeable glow and lightness of the chest, which has been described by Dr. Priestly and others. In a very short time I was sensible of a much greater flow of spirits than formerly, and was much more disposed to muscular exertion. By degrees, my complexion, from an uniform brown, became fairer and somewhat florid. I perceived a carnation tint at the ends of the fingers, and on all the covered parts of the body the skin acquired much more of a flesh colour than it had before. I was rather fat, but during this process I fell away rapidly, my waistcoats becoming very much too large for me; I was not sensible however, of any muscular emaciation, but rather the contrary. My appetite was good; and I eat one-third or one-fourth more than before without feeling my stomach loaded. In no long time I observed in myself a remarkable power of sustaining cold. Except one or two evenings when I was feverish, I never once experienced the sensation of chilliness, though cold easterly winds prevailed, during great part of the time I was inspiring oxygene air. I not only reduced my bed clothes to a single blanket and cover-lid, but slept without inconvenience in a large bed-chamber, looking to the N. E. with the window open all night, and with the door and windows of an adjacent fitting room also open. About the expiration of the above-mentioned time, I perceived some suspicious symptoms. It was uncomfortable to me to sit in a room at all close. I frequently felt a sense of heat and uneasiness in my chest; and my skin was often dry and hot with burning in my palms and soles; my pulse, which had hitherto seldom exceeded eighty, was above ninety in the evening. At this time I took a journey of about 170 miles, the greater part in a mail coach in the night, the rest on horseback. The roads were uncommonly dusty, and several circumstances concurred to harrass and fatigue me. On the way I met with a medical friend, who was much struck with the flushed appearance of my countenance, and upon feeling my skin and pulse, which varied from an hundred and four to an hundred and twenty, imagined that I was become hectic. I had now, though but seldom, a short, dry cough; but the sense of irritation to cough required an almost constant effort to suppress it; this sense of irritation was, as you will suppose, attended by dyspnaea. I had also frequent bleedings at the nose, an event almost unprecedented with me; the blood was of an unusually bright colour; which was also seen in blood forced from the gums. Whenever I pierced the skin in shaving, the blood flowed in greater abundance than usual, and was staunched with difficulty.
These symptoms indicate a tendency to haemoptysis, and they, of course, so strongly corroborate my theory of Consumption, that I am almost afraid lest they should be considered as imaginary or fictitious. . . . [T]he change of complexion will probably be permanent; it may at least, I doubt not, be rendered so by inspiring small quantities of oxygene air from time to time.-. . . In this case I think it probable that oxygene air will supersede all other cosmetics; one decisive advantage it will certainly have over them all, for while it improves the looks, it will, if judiciously administered, amend the health also. 27 This is not an experiment narrative of the kind instanced by Schaffer as being increasingly common from the 1790s. It does not employ a disembodied, distanced narrative position designed to indicate the experimental body's independence of the experimenter's subjective mental biases and idiosyncrasies. It is not tabular or mathematicalthough it does include measurement and technical terms. Quite the opposite: it declares its affiliation to the written genre of the intimate epistle, in which colloquial speech is conventionally represented by written informality-a genre in which the personal, the domestic, the everyday are acceptable. Beddoes is confessional in tone and wandering in form. If he has a narrative structure, it is that of the intimate missive narrating the quotidian varied by a journey: what he does shapes how he writes. The feel of his waistcoats, a chance meeting with a friend, his shaving accidents: trivial incidents serve as points of inquiry into the effects of the new gas. If he is speculative, it is on the authority of this minutely but unsystematically related subjective experience. He is as interested in his states of mind and feeling as he is in the state of his body. Yet he is narrating an experiment: he measures doses, times, and his own body; he has experts observe him. He aims to sustain a theory and to persuade readers of the treatment's general validity. 28 The theory and treatment were ambitious. Beddoes was a discipleas Darwin also was-of the Edinburgh medicine of William Cullen, as developed by Cullen's pupil John Brown. 29 According to this Brunonian school, life consists of a peculiar excitability, exhibited by all sentient beings. We are excited-brought to life-by stimulants, mostly from outside; some from within. Health is a state of normal excitement produced by all the stimuli that affect the body. Disease stems either from deficiency or from excess of excitement, and must be treated with increased or decreased stimulation. Someone used to excessive stimulation effectively became a strung-out addict-he needed higher and higher doses just to feel normal; someone with a deficiency became torpid and needed treating with stimulants such as opium or good wine. Regulation of stimulation was the principal aim of Brunonian medicine, so as to restore over-and under-excited beings to a healthy level of excitement-allowing the life force to be in proper balance.
Brunonian medicine operated within a Priestleian account of the world. Priestley had collapsed the body/soul/matter/spirit distinction by arguing for the materiality of everything. He portrayed matter not as an inert solid, but a substance possessing powers of attraction and repulsion. On this model, it was not contradictory to assert the "Materiality of the divine nature" and to describe the Holy Ghost as an "effusion of the spirit": both were material powers. 30 Air was one means of God's effusion through his world, developing both life and thought: the brain might be understood as a "great laboratory and repository" for the production, from inhaled gases and other sense impressions, of an electric fluid: perception and thought, therefore, might be part of an "extended substance," within and without the body, having "the properties of attraction and repulsion." 31 Priestley's materialism was the philosophical basis of the Bristol culture of enquiry. Beddoes learned it from Darwin and passed it to Coleridge, who, in the wake of reading Priestley, declared that he believed "in the corporeality of thought." 32 Priestley's researches on air-not least his revival of a nearly asphyxiated mouse in an atmosphere of oxygen-offered to demonstrate the truth of his materialism, and stood behind the Bristolian practice of using experiment to benefit humanity. 33 Thus Priestley shaped the pneumatic version of Brunonian treatment, which was dedicated to the healing of mind as well as body. For Darwin and Beddoes, respiration of an increased level of oxygen might be the most direct way to stimulate under-excited people. The gas was dangerous if taken in too large doses, however-it overstimulated the body, in Beddoes's diagnosis. One had to be careful not to become hooked: Priestley noted that a healthy person might "live out too fast" if overexposed to pure "vital air," hence Beddoes's declarations that he had "never continued breathing [oxygen] for above four or five minutes at any one time." 34 Conversely, for overstimulated patients who were already dependent on excessive levels of stimulation, regular exposure to mild amounts of gases might slowly bring them down to a more healthy level. A healthy level of stimuli led people to think and also to feel better (and thinking, as a material process, itself stimulated feeling): their minds and emotions were healed as part of the healing of their bodies. Thus the treatment was especially important for those diseased by under-stimulated bodies: intellectuals disengaged from the world and living too much in their heads suffered, Beddoes thought, from asthenia (in Victorian times this condition was referred to as neurasthenia). Their brains were overstimulated, not least by self-reflexive thought processes, while other organs were under-stimulated. Thus mental obsessiveness might accompany-or herald-the disease of consumption manifested in under-stimulated organs, especially the lungs. Wedgwood feared this combination of overstimulated brain and under-stimulated lungs and stomach was his case; Beddoes treated Southey for it in 1799; Coleridge diagnosed himself this way in "Dejection: An Ode." 35 Oxygen was not just to be administered artificially; it was also to be accessed in nature. Darwin had expanded on its possibilities in his experimental text The Economy of Vegetation, which described scientific enquiries in both verse and prose. Darwin saw the atmosphere as a dynamic medium, with different gases dominating at different altitudes, and with currents circulating them from equator to poles, shaping winds and weather. 36 He envisaged creating technologies to transfer healthy atmospheres from one region of the globe to another. This improved circulation of health-giving gases, delivering steady levels of Brown's excitement around the globe, might purify not just bodies but also, as a consequence, minds. It was this idea that Coleridge picked up in 1796 when he imagined a "millennium . . . as brought about by progression in natural philosophy-particularly, meteorology or science of airs & winds." 37 II: COLERIDGE'S PNEUMATIC EFFUSIONS By 1796 Coleridge was already on the way to inventing the trademark poetic genre of the Somerset culture of enquiry-the effusion. Effusions were, he said, poems that lacked "oneness of thought"-they were a loose, wandering form. 38 They had poetic forerunners in William Lisle Bowles's sonnets and Cowper's Task, but their name and shape were new. 39 Coleridge chose the name, critics suggest, in honor of John Langhorne's prose effusions. 40 The "science of airs & winds" was, I suggest, another source: Coleridge shaped, in conversational blank verse, poetry that was inflected by the pneumatic self-experiment narratives of his heroes Priestley, Darwin, and Beddoes-men who, after all, wrote both prose and verse in which understanding the physiology of breathing was a means towards reforming the health of society. Priestley thought that the liberation of mind and body which pneumatics exemplified was a sign and a cause of the coming millennium. He used the term effusion to refer to the divine substance communicated to humans materially as spirit and manifested as a transformed power of speech (Pentecost). Darwin made the aerial nature of this material endowment still more explicit in his description of the communication of vitality within a natural economy that included the human:
Charm'd round their heads pursuing Zephyrs throng, And scatter roses, as they move along; Bright beams of Spring in soft effusion play And halcyon Hours invite them on their way. 41 Beddoes, applying these ideas medically, recommended the mild breezes of rural coasts as a means to restore the health of asthenic patients.
Poems on Various Subjects presented effusions as the innovation of the Somerset circle. 42 Some, Coleridge announced, were by Charles Lamb, others his own, still others his collaborations with Robert Lovell and Robert Southey. Priestley's, Darwin's, and Beddoes's understanding of effusion was one of their sources: designated only by the title "Effusion" followed by a number, they were formatted in print like Beddoes's dated case histories and numbered self-experiment narratives. Their form and voice, as well as their account of the mind/world relationship, can be seen as inflected by these narratives, among others by Cowper, Langhorne, and Bowles. Of them all, "Effusion xxxv" is the strongest response to Beddoes, Darwin, and Priestley. Drafted in 1795 and revised in 1796, it adheres to no established poetic genre and eschews many traditional modes of formal organization-it has neither rhyme nor stanzas. It resembles a colloquial epistle narrating a quotidian experience, but the speech-like flow is prevented from becoming shapeless by the regular pulse provided by meter. It is not, that is, chitchat so much as an informal narration of the health-giving effects of breathing in a mild level of excitement-conversational but nonetheless a rhetorically organized trial, as Beddoes's epistle was. Later entitled "The Eolian Harp," it begins with Coleridge, near the coast, reclining on the ground among plants and flowers. Like a Brunonian medic observing a patient, he records the gentle stimuli his body registers: his wife's "soft Cheek reclin'd / Thus on my arm, most soothing sweet," the "noiseless Gale from yonder bean-field," "The stilly murmur of the far-off Sea." 43 The harp hanging in the cottage window is at first only "by the desultory Breeze caress'd" ("Effusion," 14). All these mild stimuli bring the body and mind into healthy harmony with themselves and the world. Then there is a change: the breeze picks up so that it stimulates the harp into "delicious Surges [that] sink and rise, / In aëry voyage" ("Effusion," [19] [20] . The music is experienced as a breeze-a transformation of air. Its effect on Coleridge is, he suggests, to hyperventilate him: like Beddoes or Priestley inhaling oxygen too long, he begins to "live out too fast." 44 Over-stimulated by it, he finds that "idle flitting Phantasies / Traverse my indolent and passive Mind" ("Effusion," 40-41) ("Brain" replaces "Mind" in the 1796 publication). The key word here is "passive": in Brunonian terms, because he is not discharging excitement through activity, excess accumulates in thought, giving rise to exhilarated speculations:
And what if All of animated Life Be but as Instruments diversly fram'd That tremble into thought, while thro' them breathes One infinite and intellectual Breeze? (And all) in different Heights so aptly hung, That Murmurs indistinct and Bursts sublime, Shrill Discords and most soothing Melodies, Harmonious form Creation's vast concért? Thus God would be the universal Soul; Mechaniz'd matter as th'organic harps, And each one's Tunes be that, which each calls "I".
("Effusion," [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] Thought is physiological here; the mind is an organ making music from the air. The intellectual breeze is, in other words, not just a metaphor: it is part of a material process. 45 Inspiration (the movement into song/ music) occurs through respiration: the spirit resembles Priestley's "effusion of the spirit," taking the material form of vital air.
Coleridge's response to Priestleian pneumatics is playful and ambivalent: no sooner does he entertain this materialist version of inspiration than he brackets it as a pantheist fantasy. His airy rapture is interrupted by another stimulus from outside: Sara's darting look, "a mild Reproof," breaks into the overexcited passivity, orienting him again to the external world ("Effusion," 49). It's a Brunonian comedown-as the person from Porlock was in that later narrative of self-experiment, "Kubla Khan." Having chilled-or having been chilled-Coleridge narrates the disenchantment that sets in when mental effusion has passed-a state in which, no longer aerated into a vision of universal airiness, he worries that he has become overexcited. He self-diagnoses, using another air image to analogize the physiological process that he has just experienced: his pantheist imaginings were, he says, shapings of the unregen'rate Soul, Bubbles, that glitter as they rise & break On vain Philosophy's aye-babbling Spring.
("Effusion," [55] [56] [57] The soul, this implies, is a watery medium-excess stimulation agitates it into speculative action (philosophy's babbling spring), and the air suspended in it is given off as thought bubbles-effusions. Coleridge's understanding of his case is Brunonian and Beddoesian: pneumatic stimulation changes thought as well as bodily health. But in his deoxygenated, post-afflatus sobriety, he doubts its wider implications, summoning Sara into the poem as an example of meekness toward a personal Christian God, rather than a divinity transformed into a universal airy spirit of and in the world-a sort of holy effusion. His self-experiment poem ends up warning against the results of selfexperiment-against the materialist and pantheist consequences of an over-aerated body, mind, and thought. This warning is in line with the growing doubts about the theological implications of materialism that meant he was less enthusiastic about Priestley's legacy in 1796 than he had been in 1794 and 1795. In March 1796 he asked: "But if God be every Thing, every Thing is God-: which is all, the Atheists assert." 46 If Christian orthodoxy and a confession of sinfulness end the narrated scene, they do not, however, constitute the poem's last words, for its very form resembles the self-experiment narratives of the pneumatic chemists. The poem seems to lack any form other than that provided by a particular biographical experience and the informal speech that narrates that experience. But it is not entirely unmotivated: like Beddoes's oxygen narrative, it turns out to have a structure-however implicit-that is shaped by its aim of persuading others of the effects of a natural process by creating a deliberate trial in which one is both the narrator and the object of enquiry. Beddoes had modelled his narrative on the subjective, colloquial epistle (to his friend Darwin) rather than the conventional experimental report that aimed at automatic registration; Coleridge, analogously, modelled his on the intimate representation of informal address (to his wife Sara) rather than on conventional poetic genres. Eschewing the conventional signs of poetic organization that many critics of the time thought essential, but using iambic pentameter to in-form (brace) the colloquial flow, Coleridge wrote so as to organize, within the persuasive structure produced by metrical verse, an in-the-moment event as a narrative of a self-experiment. 47 "Effusion" was his name for poems that textualized encounters with nature as informal but not formless self-investigations.
By 1798, Coleridge had further distanced himself from the pantheist implications of materialism, but had not yet rejected the materialist account of perception, as he was later to do. 48 He still revered Beddoes and had high hopes for pneumatic medicine. In "Frost at Midnight" he returned to the healing power of spirit as air; he also developed the effusion, informally narrating as a self-experiment what would otherwise be an unmarked passage of domestic time. Here Coleridge refines the means by which his writing represents, on the page, an encounter that depended on forms of non-vocal, inward communication (breathings/inspiration). As textualized, the encounter is apparently spontaneous and present, but its silent communication is shown to arise from and reflect upon certain material relationships rather than to transcend space, time, and the acts of reading and writing. The encounter becomes a narrative featuring the effects of health-giving air on the body-and, therefore, thought-of the narrator. The process is, at least in part, physiological as well as pneumatic: air is not just a metaphor for an immaterial likeness. The narration begins, like "Effusion xxxv," with a state of mild stimulation-but in this case understimulation, leaving the narrator lacking in vitality and therefore torpid in body and prone to mental fretfulness. He is in a "hush of nature," a state of "extreme silentness": the "inmates of my cottage" are all at rest-even the flame in the fire "quivers not." 49 He is under-aerated: air moves only in a film fluttering on the fire grate-a motion strong enough only to make "the Spirit" transfuse into it its own "fantastic playfulness" ("FM," 25). In short, the static environment leaves the narrator so deprived of sensual input that he gives way to "idle thought" ("FM," 20)-a "self-watching subtilizing" frame of mind ("FM," 27)-a state of associative remembering that calls to mind previous times when he has been lonely and under-stimulated, and as a consequence gave himself over to unproductive musing:
And so I brooded all the following morn, Awed by the stern preceptor's face, mine eye Fixed with mock study on my swimming book.
("FM," [41] [42] [43] What transforms his bodily and mental state is an access of air-in this case the breathings of his infant son, cradled at his side:
Dear babe, that sleepest cradled by my side, Whose gentle breathings heard in this dead calm Fill up the interspersed vacancies And momentary pauses of the thought.
("FM," [49] [50] [51] [52] These are heard but with a kind of hearing that is respiration: a sharing of the son's inhalations stimulates the deprived Coleridge, giving him energy to rouse himself from idle musing and make a motivated, enddirected speech. As in "Effusion xxxv," the passage of air, revitalizing the narrator, is reported, and so too, the effects of that revitalization are given in a change of register as a re-energized father imagines his son, as it were, repeating the pneumatic experiment. Hartley, he predicts with excitement, will grow up in a healthy, aerated relationship to the world rather than in the stifling confinement that the young Coleridge endured:
My babe so beautiful, it fills my heart With tender gladness thus to look at thee, And think that thou shalt learn far other lore And in far other scenes! For I was reared In the great city, pent mid cloisters dim, And saw nought lovely but the sky and stars. But thou, my babe, shalt wander like a breeze By lakes and sandy shores [.] ("FM," [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] Revived by Hartley's breathings, Coleridge is now mentally lively enough to appreciate that participation in breezy air, rather than confinement in a "pent" atmosphere, is the condition of a vital beingin-the-world. He is thus enabled to narrate in aerial terms a future harmony between self, world, and God-a God who materializes through a nature that is visual and tangible but that in origin is oraldivine speech (formed air in motion). Hartley, he predicts, will see and hear The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible Of that eternal language, which thy God Utters [.] ("FM," [63] [64] [65] [66] Unlike "Effusion xxxv," this poem has no comedown or apology-in part because Coleridge is now careful to reserve God a separate, "eternal" point of origin rather than recoil from a pantheistic equation of creator and created. Instead, the experiment narrative turns from the narrator as the object of stimulation's effect to his son: Coleridge imagines that icicles, gleaming in the moon,
Will catch thine eye, and with their novelty Suspend thy little soul; then make thee shout And stretch and flutter from thy mother's arms, As thou would'st fly for very eagerness.
("FM," 82-85)
Here Hartley is to be so open to stimulation that his consequent vitality can scarcely be contained: he will stop breathing for a moment, as the novel sight is impressed on his organs, only to turn suspension into action-a shout that is his soul in renewed motion, acting in the world, and then a butterfly effort to launch himself into the airy medium. In Brunonian terms, he is an exceptionally excitable being. Young and innocent, he has almost no self-conscious boundaries between himself and the outside: he is aerial, a transforming filter of the impressions that play upon his eyes, skin, mouth, and lungs.
The 1798 text reveals Coleridge's continuing preoccupation by pneumatic medicine and the experiment narrative: the poem is formally effusive, and its climax is shaped as an outpouring of intimate thoughts made possible by an inpouring of reviving air. Like "Effusion xxxv," it is not directionless, in-the-moment spontaneity, but a narrative structured by meter as an illustration of a cause and effect relationship picked out of ordinary experience. Thus experience becomes, in the narration, experiment-a controlled miniature mode of enquiry into nature. In each of the relationships delineated-Coleridge's own and his son's-an unexpected stimulus, received by the under-stimulated person (in the one, aerial, in the other, visual) revitalises the self and makes possible a verbal act of recognition of kinship with others-the sharing of air, breath, spirit. This is what Coleridge made of the "science of airs & winds" that Darwin and Beddoes enthused him with-experiment narratives responding to their prose narratives, in content and form, but more self-reflexive about the liberating implications of pneumatic vitalism on the thoughts and feelings of the experimenter-including the writing of the narrative itself. Indeed, the poem alludes to its own status as a printed artefact: the prophetic register reached by the poem's end affiliates the text to the prose of Ezekiel and Daniel in the King James Bible; it thus exemplifies, by association, the inspired state of the pneumatized writer/narrator, in pointed contrast to his "pent"-up boyhood self, confined to the schoolroom in unproductive unreading: "fixed with mock study on my swimming book" ("FM," 43). The effusion here is not built upon the transcendence of textuality or materiality, but on the self-reflexive interplay of written, spoken, and silent forms of communication.
III: WORDSWORTH ON THE WYE
The impact of Coleridge's experimental explorations of the world's effects on the self and the self's on the world is apparent in the poem that, more than any other, has been seen as the quintessential example of the Greater Romantic Lyric and the conversation poem. Wordsworth's "Lines Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey, on Revisiting the Banks of the Wye during a Tour, July 13, 1798," was, in part, a response both to "Frost at Midnight" and to others of Coleridge's effusions. Like those poems, it adhered to no traditional genre and relied only on meter to give form and direction to its approximation of "real language in a state of vivid sensation." Behind its interest in language derived from sensation stood the materialist, one life philosophy in which consciousness as well as bodily activity was understood as the result of chemical and electrical conversion of sense impressions within the nervous system (Darwin's sensorium). Wordsworth's poem was, recent critics have suggested, inflected by this philosophy in its central account of the self's trance-like intimation of natural forces. 50 Gavin Budge has argued that Brunonian medicine, accessed through the work of Beddoes and Darwin, was influential on the poem's portrait of the effect of urban and rural environments on the self. Brunonians, Budge shows, disapproved of the accelerating phenomenon of urbanization and factory-work. They saw the confinement in narrow buildings suffered by laborers (the people Wordsworth termed "mechanics" in the preface to Lyrical Ballads) as being productive of under-stimulation-inducing torpor and stupidity (P, 746). Once freed from their workshops and factories, they tried to compensate by maximizing sensual inputs as quickly as possible-exhibiting, in Wordsworth's Brunonian phrase, a "degrading thirst after outrageous stimulation" (P, 746). A similar argument applied to high society types (especially fashionable ladies, self-confined to boudoir, drawing-room, and salon). Hyped up on drink, drugs, and novelties for a few hours each evening, they then came down the next day, only to be left craving more. On a daily basis they were trapped in a boom/bust cycle, unable to achieve stable selves because they were denied a steady level of stimulation from their environment. In "Tintern Abbey" this pattern is suggested by the phrase "fretful stir / Unprofitable, and the fever of the world." 51 By contrast, the country is seen to rebalance the self because it provides both reliable levels of moderate stimulation and a regular method of discharging excitement through activity: walking.
The walk described in "Tintern Abbey" began and ended in the city of Bristol, where Wordsworth had met Coleridge and Beddoes and where he had read Darwin in 1796 and 1797. In Zoonomia; or the Laws of Organic Life, which Wordsworth read for a second time in spring 1798 a few months before composing "Tintern Abbey," Darwin advocated travel into the country as a means of exposing the consumptive patient to mild and regular levels of stimulation, restoring his lost balance of vital energy. One element of this restoration occurred pneumatically; Beddoes, too, recommended travel to airy spots.
Wordsworth presents his trip to the Wye valley as an enquiry into the nature of the place, and into his own nature. Returning to a previously visited spot allows him to use the difference between the place as a memory-construct, assembled by the mental combination of ideas derived from past experience, and the place as the result of new sense impressions. 52 Those impressions, material in form, transformed within the "blood" and "heart" ("TA," 29), had been able to soothe his by turns under-and overstimulated city-self into a serene and blessed mood, In which the affections gently lead us on,-Until, the breath of this corporeal frame And even the motion of our human blood Almost suspended, we are laid asleep In body, and become a living soul: While with an eye made quiet by the power Of harmony, and the deep power of joy, We see into the life of things.
("TA," [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] These lines are not, as McGann argued, the "moment when a spiritual displacement occurs-when the light and appearance of sense fade into an immaterial plane of reality." 53 Rather, as Nicholas Roe and Lisa Ann Robertson have shown, the vocabulary is vitalist: the account of consciousness is physiological. 54 One aspect of it, inflected by Beddoes and Darwin's pneumatic treatments and by Coleridge's response to them in "Frost at Midnight," is a lulling of the frenetic city-self's fretfulness by the milder, more regular stimuli of the valley's gentle inputs-not only its waters (scented) and its woods and skies (seen), but also its breezes (felt and inhaled). These inputs lead to a calming of mind and body: in particular, the "breath" delivering "motion" to the "blood" in the form of oxygen/vital air is "almost suspended" but is nevertheless perceptible (as Hartley's was in "Frost at Midnight"). "Fretful stir" (recalling Coleridge's "idle flitting Phantasies" and "idle thought") gives way to a meditative state in which the body's activities, including that of the conscious mind, are given rest. This is trance, not transcendence. Deoxygenated, the self is laid asleep, allowing a dreamy, reverie-like apprehension of the permeation of the embodied mind by the vital substance that animates nature-a power manifest in light, water, and "living air" (compare Priestley's "effusion of the spirit"): a sense sublime Of something far more deeply interfused, Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, And the round ocean and the living air, And the blue sky, and in the mind of man; A motion and a spirit, that impels All thinking things, all objects of all thought, And rolls through all things.
("TA," 96-103)
Thus, in these lines, the trip to the Wye allows not just participation in a life-force, but a self-reflexive intuition of that participation-not conceptually known but sensed. After this intuition, Wordsworth suggests that the enquiry which the poem narrates has succeeded: rebalanced with the world and thus transformed in body and mind, he is able to tell Dorothy, his walking companion, and thus the reader, what the experiment has achieved for him. His new knowledge, and his new ability to voice his knowledge, vouchsafe the enquiry's success, and he is enabled to promise that it can be repeated. Dorothy too can be healed by the treatment: in telling her this, he turns from silent meditation to in-the-moment speech. Like Coleridge narrating "Frost at Midnight," he is moved by the transforming interfusion into an effusion of confident words that model the experiment's future success for his companion. Within the narrated scene this effusion is oral; on the page, however, this speech is scripted by the most widely encountered printed text in English-the King James Bible. Like Coleridge, Wordsworth uses the optative mood characteristic of the Old Testament prophets to urge and/or decree that his loved-one shares the airy communion that he confers upon her in and by this liberated speech: let the misty mountain-winds be free To blow against thee: and, in after years, When these wild ecstasies shall be matured Into a sober pleasure [.] ("TA," 137-40)
Here Dorothy is depicted as a novice: her body/mind has yet to accustom itself to the valley's oxygenated mountain-winds, hence she is too stimulated-her "wild ecstasies" require the tempering that will come with time and custom and the brotherly guidance exemplified by this very speech/poem (poetic speech, itself bringing breathing into measure by meter). Then, as she sobers up, she will be in balance with the external world and her mind will be healthy enough to know itself to be a continuing repository of the "lovely" and "sweet" powers that were carried on the restorative breezes of the Wye:
when thy mind Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms, Thy memory be as a dwelling-place For all sweet sounds and harmonies [.] ("TA," 140- 43) By this point we are, it seems, no longer reading a report of Wordsworth's recent actions so much as receiving a passionate epistle: the textualization of speech has shifted register because the process of narration has enabled a new realization of what the enquiry revealed and, with that realization, a new way of writing. That new way is, it follows, the self-experiment narrative exploiting its own rhetoricity so that the results of the experiment are declared in a change of formal register, rather than as a series of formulated concepts or facts. The rebalanced self manifests as a newly engaged and urgent way of writing speech, exemplifying a confidence that the author's new-found buoyancy can be gained by others in need of inspiration. This impassioned writing is a colloquialism given direction by meter, but it does not ignore its textual, material, and historical status, since the whole narrative is framed by the title that identifies it as "Lines" and locates it in a particular experimental locale at a specific time, as Beddoes and Darwin did when they wrote up the effects of specific places and times on themselves as they inhaled oxygen.
IV: RECITATION
The effusion, meditative poem or conversation poem (as Coleridge variously termed it), pioneered a new textual form for representing, in meter, the flow of thought and speech. It was for this reason, and in testament to the culture of enquiry in Bristol that stood behind it, that Wordsworth termed this poetry an "experiment" in the preface to the Bristol publication of Lyrical Ballads. Yet if effusions were written to be encountered on the printed page, they were, notwithstanding, frequently performed by their authors. The poets' performance style, and their ideas concerning oral transmission and reception, reveal how they tried to make their poetic narratives replicate the aeriform harmony between self and world to which they attested by activating the textual representation of orality through recitation.
The style involved the stressing of metrical patterns through intonation, distancing the performed verse from ordinary speech and aligning it with ritual, with prayer. When William Hazlitt visited Wordsworth and Coleridge in Somerset, he noticed that there was a "chaunt" in their recitation. 55 Years later, Lamb recorded that Coleridge recited "Kubla Khan" "so enchantingly that it irradiates & brings heaven & Elysian bowers into my parlour while he sings or says it." 56 Effusions were musical in performance, the aim being to entrance (enchant) the audience by the repeated, lulling stimuli of metrically-patterned sound. In Biographia Literaria, Coleridge compared the effects of meter to a "medicated atmosphere, or . . . wine during animated conversation" and described it as "a stimulant of the attention." 57 For Wordsworth, likewise, meter's predictability (its obedience to "laws") served to heighten the pleasure produced by passionate language (P, 754). That is, meter braced what might otherwise have become slack and formless, its regular return of emphasis maintaining and renewing the auditors' attention to the words. Coleridge's description, of course, invoked Beddoes's Brunonian treatments of consumptives with stimulants-gases diffused in the atmosphere, fine wine, opium-in the hope that a regular, repeated stimulant would restore under-or overstimulated patients to a healthy balance between their own vitality and the excitements impinging on them from without. Chanted echoes and metrical pulses formed a regularly repeated motion of articulated air, passing from the poet's mouth to the auditors' ears, noses, lungs, nerves, and brains. On this model, recitation of the poem repeats the effects described in it: the physiological benefits of air narrated in the poem recur when its metrical and sonic patterns are emphasized by chant. Thus, the performed poem is supposed to replicate the experiment it records: it is a controlled, therapeutic modelling of nature.
Coleridge portrayed a successful aeriform performance of this kind in the poem that, more than any other, he successfully performed-"Kubla Khan," a text deriving, in part, from the experience of inhaling oxygen and nitrous oxide at the Pneumatic Institution. 58 In this portrait, the poet-figure emerges in heavily musical and metrical verse as a singer hoping for renewed inspiration. And he imagines inspiration as a transfer of cadenced air from singer to hearer that turns the hearer into a musician himself:
Could I revive within me, Her symphony and song, To such a deep delight 'twould win me, That with music loud and long, I would build that dome in air, That sunny dome! those caves of ice! And all who heard should see them there, And all should cry, Beware! Beware! His flashing eyes, his floating hair! Weave a circle round him thrice, And close your eyes with holy dread, For he on honey-dew hath fed, And drunk the milk of Paradise. 59 Here airy domes are built of cadence: they are air made tensile by the articulation of breath into form or measure (and perhaps the meaning of air as tune is in play here-"Sounds, and sweet airs that give delight and hurt not"). 60 In this ideal model of poetic transmission and reception, the primary perception is that of structured, metrical sound: vision follows hearing. The entranced auditors then re-present the turns and returns of song-of rhyming verse-as patterned bodily action, dancing a circle round the musician-poet. His bardic power is distinguished by his ability to convert the latent motions of space/ time into a form that is so airy as to seem intangible and spiritual (hence "holy dread"), yet, because it involves a material mechanism of transference (measured "air"), reliably transmits to the bodies and minds of witnesses. It is an en-chant-ing recipe.
IV: DAVY AND NITROUS OXIDE
In 1800 an admirer of Wordsworth and Coleridge made the trip from Bristol to Tintern in the company of other Bristol experimentalists, armed with a eudiometer. Humphry Davy was an experimentalist employed at Beddoes's Pneumatic Institution who was also a poet and the editor charged by Wordsworth with seeing Lyrical Ballads through the press. His aim was to repeat the enquiry narrated in "Tintern Abbey" with an instrument able to test the amount of oxygen present in the air: he would supplement Wordsworth's subjective account of the valley's effect with objective measures that would stand as independent evidence in an otherwise anecdotal and effusive narrative. Country air might be proved by the eudiometer, as well as felt along the heart, to heal the perverted body/mind relationship fostered by capitalism (a relationship that Wordsworth traced to an increasing "accumulation of men in cities" [P, 746]).
As it turned out, Davy's eudiometer was not sensitive enough to prove anything about the sense sublime being interfused in the air of the Wye valley-though it was the forerunner of the air quality measurements we use today and of the fresh air treatments that dominated treatment of tuberculosis before antibiotics. But the fact that he made the trip reveals that pneumatic science was influenced by Bristol poetry, just as the poetry was by science. Davy wrote both poetic and scientific narratives because he was as interested in narrating the effect of nature upon the mind as he was upon the body: they were complementary modes of investigation of an emplaced self that itself affected its place in the world.
Davy had been prepared for his Tintern experiment before he ever left his home county, Cornwall. In 1797, Thomas Wedgwood and Gregory Watt, wintering on the coast there to benefit their consumptive lungs by its mild air, encouraged the precocious teenager to design experiments and to record them in notebooks; there, they shared pages with poetic evocations of his ecstatic responses to sun, sea, and air. Davy was thus already Bristolized and oxygenated when he became Beddoes's assistant at the Pneumatic Institution in October 1798. Once there, he published, in a locally-issued volume organized by Beddoes containing contributions from many of the pneumatic enquirers, a speculative system built on experiments into heat, light, and oxygen. He argued that oxygen was not elemental, but a compound of gas with light, which combined in living beings to produce "perceptions, ideas, pleasures, and pains." 61 This "phosoxygen" was the medium of a single dynamic force generating life in the universe-"an energy of mutation, impressed by the will of the Deity, a law which might be called the law of animation, tending to produce the greatest possible sum of perception, the greatest possible sum of happiness." 62 Davy later regretted his rapid turn from experiment to speculation in this text; at the time, it was of a piece with the effusive turn to visions of the "one life" in the poems of Coleridge and Wordsworth. In 1799 and 1800, Davy fed these visions into a new program of gas inhalation.
The poets found their pneumaticism tested in the laboratory, where Davy subjected them to controlled experiments in breathing nitrous oxide. Their responses were influenced by their prior exhilaration about oxygen, as Southey's euphoric comments to his brother reveal: "[T]he atmosphere of the highest of all possible heavens must be composed of this gas. O, Tom! . . . I have had some; it made me laugh and tingle in every toe and finger-tip. Davy has actually invented a new pleasure for which language has no name." 63 In turn, Davy, their protégé, interpreted his own experiments with the gas in the language they used, becoming the articulate embodiment of their hopes, a scientist/poet interpreting air's significance for body and mind. Thus Davy wrote up a self-experiment so that he sounded like the Coleridge of "Effusion xxxv": having breathed over 20 quarts of nitrous oxide, Davy, exhilarated, lost all connection with external things; trains of vivid visible images rapidly passed through my mind and were connected with words in such a manner, as to produce perceptions perfectly novel. I existed in a world of newly connected and newly modified ideas. I theorised; I imagined that I made discoveries. When I was awakened from this semi-delirious trance by Dr. Kinglake, who took the bag from my mouth . . . My emotions were enthusiastic and sublime; and for a minute I walked round the room perfectly regardless of what was said to me. As I recovered my former state of mind, I felt an inclination to communicate the discoveries I had made during the experiment. I endeavoured to recall the ideas, they were feeble and indistinct; one and with the most intense belief and prophetic manner, I exclaimed to Dr. Kinglake, "Nothing exists but thoughts! the universe is composed of impressions, ideas, pleasures and pains!" 64 In effect, Davy, living up to the language of his friends' poems, made the self-experiment narrative a highly subjectivized form in which the gas precipitated a quest for an in-the-moment yet self-aware state of mind/body/world union-a state indicated in the writing by a move from past tense reportage to present tense, quoted speech-a "prophetic manner" reminiscent of their aeriform verse. In deed and word, he fashioned himself as a Romantic hero of self-experimentation-a more strenuous incarnation of the Wordsworth of "Tintern Abbey." He would not have been able to fashion the role of scientific enquirer-in actions or on paper-in these terms had he not internalized the discourse of the Beddoes circle.
Following Southey and Coleridge, Davy staged his self-experimentation not just in the Pneumatic Institution but outside in the rural landscape. One moonlit night found him in the Avon gorge, trying to write down the combined effects of the tidal river and of the nitrous oxide he was sipping from a silk bag. Overdoing the stimulation, he fainted and, coming round, made "a bystander acquainted with the pleasure I experienced by laughing and stamping." 65 Another poem, reworked from first drafting in Cornwall, was included by Southey in the Annual Anthology, a poetry collection designed to showcase the new Bristol writing, and featuring effusions by Coleridge as well as verse by Beddoes. Davy's "Sons of Genius" evinced the sublime egotism of an experimentalist sure that his pneumatic enquiries lifted him to a higher level; it was the effusion of a revitalized mind:
For those exist whose pure etherial minds Imbibing portions of celestial day Scorn all terrestrial cares, all mean designs As bright-eyed Eagles scorn the lunar ray. 67 Davy's mastery of the Bristol-circle genres of enquiry impressed Coleridge, who noted: "Every subject in Davy's mind . . . has the principle of vitality. Living thoughts spring up like turf under his feet." 68 This was to confirm Davy as the embodi-and enmindment of the life force that the Beddoes circle had all been seeking. In turn, Davy intensified the coterie language, writing to Coleridge: "Oh that the organiser of the universe pleasurable sensation or love would give to impressions exactly the same laws of motion as it has given to ideas, then should my torpid organs that now rest confined in a prison of civilisation ie a house, be where their ideas are, with you, wandering over majestic mountains, cooled by the breezes of health." 69 Here Davy uses the Bristol sociolect to cement friendship, reasserting the shared belief in the importance of the pneumatic revitalization available in the country. He aligns himself with the city-dweller as imaged in "Frost at Midnight"-"pent" up amid stagnant air.
Davy's seizing of the pneumatic agenda transformed the Bristol circle's mode of enquiry into nature. It was not just that he designed more rigorous experiments and inhaled more gases, it was that he narrated them more exhaustively. Davy's narratives established his heroism on the basis of his suffering for the cause. 70 The risks of selfexperimentation, he showed, were severe: for instance, nitric oxide turned to nitric acid as he breathed it in, burning his mouth. He then took hydrocarbonate (hydrogen and carbon dioxide), passed out, and almost died. Surviving, he effectively redefined the role of protégé, pushing his enquiries to a level of intensity that neither Beddoes nor Coleridge had expected.
Davy's language of heroism, suffering, and quest invited criticism: it dramatized a problem that had underlain the aeriform enquiries from the start. Subjective, enthusiastic narratives of altered states of consciousness opened the experimentalist to critique from conservative cultural commentators, like Burke, who increasingly desired science to confine itself to de-subjectivized, factual report of experiments that registered nature independently of the hand-and mind-of the experimentalist. In the Anti-Jacobin George Canning policed the boundaries of scientific discourse by guying Beddoes's and Coleridge's millenarian predictions of pneumatic health: their projections of "perpetual improvement till man leaves his biped state, becomes all MIND" and will enjoy "perpetual vitality; feed on Oxygene, and never die, but by his own consent." 71 Effusive poets, like self-experimenting doctors, risked appearing to mistake their gas-induced highs for truth-their evidence illustrating only their propensity to believe their own airy words.
Davy was stung by these charges, and his experiment narratives changed as a result-hence the eudiometer taken to Tintern to provide automatic registration of the effects of oxygenated air that he hoped also to register in himself. When the measurements in the field proved inconclusive, Davy turned to more measurement-based narratives of laboratory experiments. Unlike Beddoes, who impressionistically assembled case histories, Davy presented inhalations as parts of a carefully-planned continuous attempt to monitor the effects of the gas on as many people as possible so as to be able to eliminate aberrant results. He showed that similar experimental procedures were followed on each occasion in a laboratory. He made exhaustive tests on animals designed to eliminate risks to the human subjects; he described his equipment and recorded dosage, so others could replicate the experiments. And on the basis of all this rigorous supplementation of his own self-experiments, he concluded that nitrous oxide had little lasting effect in cases of consumption and cancer. Beddoes's hopes for pneumatic medicine were punctured. Researches, Chemical and Philosophical, Chiefly Concerning Nitrous Oxide, beyond its sensational accounts of the Bristol circle breathing the gas, was a thoroughly disenchanted narrative-demonstrating Davy's increasing pull toward the conventions of disinterested, objective enquiry narratives as well as his embrace of the heroic self-experimenter in pursuit of truth.
Davy's answer to pneumaticism's failure as a cure was to take nitrous oxide to the metropolis and try it on the very establishment figures who had attacked Bristol science and poetry: he would change their hearts and minds by having them inhale the gas. In 1801 he wrote from London: To morrow a party of philosophers meet at the institution to inhale the joy inspiring gas-It has produced a great sensation. Ca ira. 72 Ca ira: the French revolutionary song. Here, in a letter to a member of the Beddoes circle, Davy brands pneumatic science as a revolutionary enterprise designed to redeem mind and body from the corruptions of modern "civilization"-what he calls luxury. This was exactly the program announced in the preface to Lyrical Ballads that Davy had seen through the press. Here it is "joy inspiring": Davy's term reminds us that the joy that Wordsworth sought at Tintern Abbey had a physiological basis; it was not an abstract ideal but a whole-body condition reachable by using the material products of scientific discovery. It also reminds us that Davy's understanding-and narration-of his experimental science depended on the language of poetry. But Davy's revolutionary scheme was the last gasp of pneumatic medicine. He did indeed administer the gas to the philosophers of London-only for James Gillray to reduce the experiment to a sense absurd of something all too widely interfused-a revolutionary science of farts. 73 Needing to impress the conservative aristocrats who controlled scientific patronage in London, Davy abandoned pneumatics and turned from self-experiment narratives to enquiries that emphasized results from an independent instrument. Beddoes abandoned them too: his promised cures had evaporated. Coleridge recorded his disillusion in 1801: "Beddoes hunting a Pig with a buttered Tail-his whole Life an outcry of Eureka and all eurekas Lies." From this time on, the question for its erstwhile members was how to represent aeriform inspiration when no longer part of the materialist culture of enquiry in which it had been written, recited, and read by sympathetic fellow experimentalists. The question was made the more acute because the reading public was not only hostile to the revolutionary science and politics of the Beddoes circle, but was also unknown and distant, and thus hard to represent in print as inspired.
The poets addressed the question by rebranding their poetry so as to downplay its radical materialism. In 1800 Wordsworth had couched his poetry in Brunonian terms: his rural verse, with its plain diction and regular meter, would show that "the human mind is capable of being excited without the application of gross and violent stimulants" (P, 746). It would counter the "degrading thirst after outrageous stimulation" that prevailed among desensitized city-dwellers, who, like addicts, were reduced to a "state of almost savage torpor" if not fed with "extraordinary incident" (P, 746). Reattunement to a gentler and more regular level of stimulation was vital to the nation's social health. In 1815 Wordsworth moved away from this medical analysis to emphasize the poet's imagination as a self-originating power. "Tintern Abbey" was now classified as a "Poem of Imagination": evidence of the poet's spiritual genius rather than an experiment in recalibrating the mind/body's sensitivity to exciting material impulses.
In 1816/17 Coleridge also dematerialized his 1797/'98 poems as he prepared them for publication. "Frost at Midnight" lost its aerial ending: it no longer concluded with the baby Hartley spreading his arms towards the moon, as if to fly skywards. "Effusion xxxv" became "The Eolian Harp," and gained lines that suggested an ideal, mental origin for what in 1796 had occurred through stimulation ab exteriori:
O! the one Life, within us and abroad, Which meets all Motion, and becomes its soul, A Light in Sound, a sound-like power in Light, Rhythm in all Thought, and Joyance every where [.] ("Effusion," [26] [27] [28] [29] As Paul Cheshire argues, these lines derive from Coleridge's later metaphysic, in which sound is a modification of light, and light a manifestation of the divine creativity as in Genesis 1:3.
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"Kubla Khan" was given a preface that harked back to the selfexperiment narratives of Beddoes, but did so only to relocate the poem's model of poetic inspiration within the self, and to circumscribe its pretended orality within a bookish paratext. The preface reports on the bodily and mental effects produced by an anodyne-a large dose of opium, thought by Beddoes and Brown to be a stimulant. It frames its anecdotal narrative with details of time, place, and dosage. It offers the verse that it precedes as partial evidence of a state of consciousness produced by trial of a drug's effect upon the embodied mind-as a "psychological curiosity" rather than for any "supposed poetic merits." 76 The occasion for lyric effusion was no longer an influx of air but a drug: the result, too, was only fragmentary and could not be recovered entire. The effect of this was to enfold the poem's effusion of "symphony and song" within a textual discourse that did not pretend to orality, or to be overheard meditation. The conspiring circle-dance of singer/poet and entranced audience is bracketed as an involuntary symptom experienced by a solitary drug-taker; the printed "Kubla Khan" is a medical case history in which aeriform effusion is expressed only to be deflated.
Deflation, however, should not be the last word: if in 1816/17 Coleridge contained his effusive Somerset verse within a paratext, that paratext nevertheless publicly called its nature and purpose into question. And because the paratextual prose was reminiscent of Beddoes's self-experiment narratives, it testified to their effect upon him. Thus "Kubla Khan" declares, as if despite itself, the lingering effect of Bristol pneumatic medicine on the form, voice, and content of the new poetry. Understanding this effect reminds us that literature and science were not always opposed or separate discourses, as, looking back from the institutionalized disciplines of the twenty-first century, it is all too easy to assume. It reminds us too that although Romantic lyric was retrospectively dematerialized by its inventors and by critics, it was not originally a poetry in which form and voice aimed to achieve spiritual transcendence, but one rooted in the material world, shaped to transform, rather than escape, social and political relations.
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